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MK Guth, Ghost Kitchen, 1999. Photo by Amelia Rina.



Art and creation are inextricably linked. Creativity involves making something, revealing unseen 
potential, and enabling new experiences of the world. But art is also about omission, removal, 
and, sometimes, destruction. Without a critical faculty making value distinctions—keep this, 
exclude that—art wouldn’t exist. This editing process applies both to individual works and to an 
artist’s career more broadly. For this reason, I recently visited MK Guth’s studio in Portland, 
Oregon, not to look at new work but to watch her destroy one of her early sculptures.

 

MK Guth destroying Ghost Kitchen (1999), 2021. Photo by Amelia Rina.
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MK Guth destroying Ghost Kitchen (1999), 2021. Photo by Amelia Rina.

There was a pleasing symmetry between Guth’s studio location—above a second-hand 
furniture store called What’s New? Furniture—and the doomed work. A life-size resin cast of a 
mid-century refrigerator, sink, table, and two chairs, Ghost Kitchen (1999) feels haunted with 
nostalgia. The translucent, yellowish-greenish-cream color of the resin, glowing in the afternoon 
light streaming through south-facing windows, made it look like a specter. The resin’s precision 
in recording the original objects also added to the ghostly quality, as with, for instance, the 
perfect impression of the GE logo on the freezer door inside the fridge. The title Ghost 
Kitchen takes on further prescient significance, as though Guth unknowingly predicted its death 
when she named it. 

Despite its ethereal appearance, the damn thing was strong. I imagined spending the afternoon 
being enveloped by a cloud of resin dust and shrapnel. Instead, even as Guth took a hammer, 
mallet, and all her considerable might to the objects, the pieces only dented, broke apart, and 
sometimes cracked. It was like the sculpture was fighting for its continued survival. Still, it had to 

die. 
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Destroyed Ghost Kitchen (1999), 2021. Photo by Amelia Rina.

In between attacks, Guth would pause to reflect on the sensation of destroying her own work. 
She’s attached to the piece because of how much labor it took to make, and she’s proud of the 
final product’s refinement (all the fridge’s moving parts work; even the freezer door opens). Guth 
decided to condemn the piece because she deemed it conceptually paralyzed: kitchens, 
especially mid-century ones, are just too loaded with references to domesticity, female labor, 
and housework. Though these are important and still relevant topics, Guth isn’t focusing on 
them. By destroying Ghost Kitchen, Guth exorcised a spirit that wasn’t necessarily unwanted or 
malicious, but had overstayed its welcome.



MK Guth studio, 2021. Photo by Amelia Rina.

There are a few famous examples of artists destroying their own work: Banksy’s recent self-
shredding painting, Agnes Martin destroying her early work, John Baldessari’s The Cremation 
Project (1970), and now Guth. Each artist’s impulse arose from a desire to assert control over 
their practice and their lives. After spending the past few years heavily involved in teaching and 
academia, Guth recently transitioned back to focusing on full-time artmaking. Her farewell 
to Ghost Kitchen acts as a way to leave the past in the past and make room—both literally and 
figuratively—for the present and future. 

MK Guth: Touching Matter is on view at Elizabeth Leach Gallery in Portland, Oregon, 
until December 31. 

Amelia Rina is a writer, critic, and editor based in Portland, Oregon, on the unceded territories of 
the Clackamas, Cowlitz, and many other Tribes along the Wimahl (Columbia) and Whilamut 
(Willamette) rivers. She is the founder of Variable West.

https://www.elizabethleach.com/mk-guth-touching-matter
https://variablewest.com/
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CULTURE
Show by Hallie Ford Fellows explores ‘What Needs to Be Said’

The Salem museum features 13 artists in a traveling exhibit emphasizing the range of visual art

OCTOBER 30, 2019 // CULTURE, FEATURED, NW, OREGON, VISUAL ART // DAVID BATES

The poster for What Needs to Be Said, an exhibition at the Hallie Ford Museum of Art in 

Salem, features an image of a stack five thick hardbound volumes by artist MK Guth, 

who incorporates participatory engagement into work that includes printmaking.  

These books, bearing the title of the show, are in fact part of the show. Each has a 

subtitle: Love, Politics, Identity, Ecology, and Art. When the exhibit opened mid-

September, most of what must be thousands of pages were blank, but that’s for the 

viewer to rectify. Those with something to say, something they deem must be said, may 

say it here (anonymously or not) 

and know that they’ve 

contributed to Guth’s vision. She 

will seal the volumes once they 

are filled, making them, 

according to guest curator Diana 

Nawi, “repositories for inner 

thoughts, objects that index and 

contain critical expression 

without fully revealing it — an 

apt metaphor for the possibilities 

of artistic practice.” 

MK Guth’s project “What Needs to Be Said” shares its title with the name of the show at the Hallie Ford Museum of 
Art. Photo by: David Bates

https://www.orartswatch.org/category/culture/
https://www.orartswatch.org/category/culture/
https://www.orartswatch.org/category/featured/
https://www.orartswatch.org/category/nw/
https://www.orartswatch.org/category/oregon/
https://www.orartswatch.org/category/visual-art/
https://www.orartswatch.org/author/david-bates/
https://willamette.edu/arts/hfma/exhibitions/library/2019-20/hallie-ford-fellows-in-the-visual-arts.html
https://willamette.edu/arts/hfma/index.html
https://www.mkguth.com/index.php
https://www.diananawi.com/
https://www.diananawi.com/


Guth is one of 13 artists whose artistic practice is featured in the show, which runs 

through Dec. 20 on the Willamette University campus, a few blocks east of downtown. 

What links them? All were recipients of the Hallie Ford Fellowship between 2014 and 

2016, an award that goes to Oregon artists “based on accomplishment, depth of practice, 

and future potential.” 

A variety of work fills the sprawling ground-floor Melvin Henderson-Rubio Gallery: 

photography, drawings, installation, sculpture, a soundscape (which I initially thought 

was the building’s air circulation system), as well as the public engagement invited by 

Guth’s books. A handsome, 112-page hardcover catalog with short essays by Nawi and a 

half-dozen arts-and-culture critics can be purchased in the lobby. 

What Needs to Be Said is touring Oregon. It opened in the Umpqua Valley Arts 

Center and Umpqua Community College in Roseburg earlier this year. Early in 2020, it 

arrives at Disjecta in Portland. The show heads south again in 2021 to the Schneider 

Museum of Art at Southern Oregon University in Ashland. 

The diversity of media on display posed, for me, a chicken-egg question. Was the show’s 

title selected and Guth’s piece adopted it? Or was the piece submitted before the show 

was named? I asked Nawi, a Los Angeles-based curator. It turns out the book stacks 

came first; Nawi was already familiar with them. 

“MK’s books were already on the checklist when I decided to use their title as the overall 

title for the show,” she said. “The show came together based around each individual 

artist’s practice and strengths, and specific works and projects they were making or had 

recently completed.” 

Participating artists, she said, were not given any guidelines of what to submit. “There 

was no directive, overarching conceptual theme to the show,” she added. “I think it is 

more generally a show that evidences the range of ways these artists work and puts an 

emphasis on the idea of artistic practice.” The program notes expound on this: “There is 

https://willamette.edu/
http://uvarts.com/
http://uvarts.com/
https://www.umpqua.edu/
https://www.disjecta.org/
https://sma.sou.edu/
https://sma.sou.edu/


no single theme that unifies [the artists’] diverse practices, but rather, seen together, 

they illuminate the breadth of approaches that define our globalized art world.” 

Besides Guth, other artists whose work speaks in What Needs to Be Said include Karl 

Burkheimer, Ben Buswell, Tannaz Farsi, Anya Kivarkis, Geraldine Ondrizek, Tom 

Prochaska, Wendy Red Star, Jack Ryan, Blair Saxon-Hill, Storm Tharp, Samantha Wall, 

and Lynne Woods Turner. 

Time and space prohibit a comprehensive, piece-by-piece review here. I was there 

opening day and have read some, but not all, of the essays, and haven’t had a chance to 

return. But What Needs to Be Said is, at least in one sense, like any other show: Visitors 

who spend an hour or so taking it all in will find that some pieces have more to say 

to them than others. 

In some cases, it is considerably easier to discern what the artist wanted to “say” than 

others. Wendy Red Star’s use of historical images that she brilliantly annotates in a 

diptych is striking in this regard. 

Red Star, who grew up on the Apsáalooke (Crow) reservation in Montana and now lives 

and works in Portland, uses her art to “explore the intersections of Native American 

ideologies and colonialist structures, both historically and in contemporary society,” 

according to her biography. It is an essential and ongoing exercise, a reminder that all 

the social and political waves that buffet us daily are only ripples in the more powerful 

tide of history. 

Each image in the series is an indigenous portrait. Originally made to document the 

19th-century visit by an Apsáalooke delegation to Washington, the images were later 

slapped onto the labels for Honest Tea. 

In an article on the work in the catalog, Nicole Smythe-Johnson takes up the story: 

“Initially, Red Star found the images comforting reminders of home. But she soon began 

to wonder how the non-indigenous people around her received them. Did the 

http://www.wendyredstar.com/
http://www.crow-nsn.gov/
https://www.nicolesmythejohnson.com/


corporations mobilizing these images, or their audiences, understand the images’ 

significance? Or was it just another representation of a static, exotic, homogenous 

‘Native American culture’?” 

Red Star’s response is the diptych in What Needs to Be Said. The images are annotated 

in red ink. A few speech bubbles are thrown in. It’s a profound and occasionally witty 

way of reclaiming the iconography — not just from Honest Tea, but from the larger 

culture of imperialism. 

At the far end of the exhibit, Ben Buswell’s sprawling photo-sculpture, All at Once, is 

captivating, pleasing both from a distance and up close. It occupies the same physical 

space as the contraption devised by “sculptor of sound” Jack Ryan. The device modifies 

the Schumann resonances, an invisible phenomena we are all immersed in but oblivious 

of: the frequency of the Earth’s electromagnetic field. Using objects such as a seashell 

and a coffee maker, Ryan makes that frequency audible as a faint but discernable drone. 

It’s a perfect and calming soundscape in which to view the rest of the show. 

Tannaz Farsi lays Iranian history bare in her multi-part wall installation, Strata of 

Empire. The accompanying catalog essay by Smythe-Johnson notes that the work’s 

“primary concern … is the way in which the day-to-day objects of our own lives can 

become artifacts that speak to much broader narratives.” The most poignant example is 

a photograph of a Persepolis ruin wrapped in the shirt her mother wore when they left 

Iran for the United States. 

https://upforgallery.com/ben-buswell
http://prequelpdx.org/jack-ryan/
https://www.tannazfarsi.com/


“Cadre,” by Storm Tharp, fills a wall with 36 images on paper in a grid. Photo by: David Bates

The most spectacular piece is arguably Cadre, by Storm Tharp. Filling virtually an entire 

wall in the room with the highest ceiling are 36 images on paper in a grid, most of them 

portraits filled in with panels of color splashes. Knowing of Tharp’s interest in masks 

(which, by the way, will be the subject of multiple exhibits next month at the Chehalem 

Cultural Center in Newberg) helps explain his approach, in which various moods are 

conveyed by distortion. According to the catalog essay by Charlie Tatum, “the works 

come across as an unlikely mix of Cubism and Color Field painting.” 

The collection of drawings by Tom Prochaska is fascinating and merits close study. 

Prochaska is known for painting and printmaking, but What Needs to Be Said features a 

collection of his drawings, which come across as visual tone poems. Landscapes, 

portraits, and even a few sexual encounters are among the subjects. One, Usual Saint, 

depicts a man riddled with arrows. It’s a mix of unknowable stories and mysterious 

visions, rendered with a light touch. They look less like “finished” drawings than they do 

skeletal snapshots of an artist’s thought processes. 

https://pdxcontemporaryart.com/storm-tharp
https://www.chehalemculturalcenter.org/exhibitions/2019/11/5/masks-by-tony-fuemmeler
http://www.charlietatum.com/
https://froelickgallery.com/artists/49-tom-prochaska/overview/


There’s enough in the show that virtually anyone who visits What Needs to Be Said will 

find something that speaks to them. And even if there’s not, you can always visit the 

tables with Guth’s books, open to a blank page, and get to work. 

 * 

What Needs to Be Said: Hallie Ford Fellows in the Visual Arts continues through Dec. 

20 in the Hallie Ford Museum of Art on the Willamette University campus, 700 State 

St., Salem. General admission is $6; adults 55 and older, $4; children and students 

through 17, free; students 18+ with ID, $3. Museum docents will give gallery talks Nov. 

5, 12, 19, 26, and Dec. 3, 10 and 17. For more information, call 503-370-6855 or visit 

the website.  

https://willamette.edu/arts/hfma/exhibitions/library/2019-20/hallie-ford-fellows-in-the-visual-arts.html
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MK Guth: Menu | Cristin Tierney Gallery (NYC)

JOSEPHINE ZARKOVICH




MK Guth, Dinner to Tell a Joke, 2019. perfect bound book, 6 silver fall zero absorption porcelain cups with holding chips. book: 13 
1/4 x 9 1/4 inches.


Language is often described in terms of consumption: to eat one’s words, to digest a passage 
of text, to devour a novel. In these turns of phrase the body is always present, ready to absorb 
meaning through the stomach. MK Guth’s exhibition Menu at Cristin Tierney Gallery takes up 
these themes through a series of handmade instructional books, meticulously crafted objects, 
and small, illustrative ink drawings. With titles such as Dinner to Tell a Joke, Menu for Getting 
There, Menu for Getting What You Want, and Dinner for Getting Over It Or At Least Getting 
Through It, the works run from how-to guides to metaphoric ponderings. One text offers 
practical advice on what to serve houseguests upon their arrival, another consists of a 
nonsensical series of knock-knock jokes arranged and bound to look like a tall restaurant 
menu. One passage from Instructions for Engaging with Clouds offers: “Add some cream to a 
cup of tea. Study the cloud formation.”


http://www.facebook.com/1390764091250756
http://www.facebook.com/1390764091250756
http://www.facebook.com/1390764091250756
https://www.60inchcenter.com/?author=593c5f3a917fd556eb772de5
http://www.cristintierney.com/exhibitions/mk-guth-menu




Installation view of MK Guth: Menu. Cristin Tierney Gallery, New York. September 13 - October 26, 2019. Photo by 
John Muggenborg.


Despite the centrality of written text in the exhibition, Guth’s work is explicitly physical and 
produced with a high level of craft. Set on unvarnished wooden plinths mounted around the 
room, the sculptural objects are arranged small groupings, with the books placed in 
conversation with paintings and everyday-use objects. These juxtapositions also drive much of 
the humor that permeates the exhibition. Dinner for Getting Over It Or At Least Getting Through 
It is a bound black book accompanied by a bowl of matches and a small booklet with gold 
cover text reading “burn me, let go.” Dinner to Tell a Joke offers six shiny red clown-like noses 
that double as drinking glasses. To access the text within the books viewers must wear bright 
blue rubber gloves, a precaution that protects the paper but also ensures that the conceptual 
nature of the pieces remain firmly rooted in the bodily experience. 






MK Guth, Dinner for Getting Over It Or At Least Through It, 2019. perfect bound book, ceramic bowl, bound burn 
pages, matches. book: 14 1/2 x 9 1/4 inches.


Menu is not Guth’s first exploration of communal consumption and social interaction. The 
artist’s 2012 exhibition, When Nothing Else Subsists Smell and Taste Remain, was built around 
a series of hosted dinner conversations inside the Art Gym at Marylhurst University. More 
recently, 2016’s Instructions for Drinking with a Friend invited audience members to spend an 
hour inside Cristin Tierney Gallery drinking whiskey with a friend while discussing a topic they 
usually did not talk about. Compared to those two projects, Menu is a much more meditative 
series. The menus, in particular, are broken up into collections of passages containing a 
beginning, middle and end—starter, 2nd course, main course, dessert—suggesting a duration 
of time, though how that time should be spent is ambiguous. In Menu for Getting There, the 
starter consists of a quote from Mary Oliver, Pablo Picasso, and Marcel Proust. Perhaps Guth 
has moved on from orchestrating experiences that explore relationships between people to a 
more intimate conversation between the artist and the viewer. While objects have been the 
core of Guth’s practice, this exhibition still retains a sense of invitation and performance. The 
works are not simply instructions or commands: they are offerings, allowing space for viewers 
to set their own table.






Installation view of MK Guth: Menu, 2019. Cristin Tierney Gallery, New York. Photo by John Muggenborg.


MK Guth’s Menu at Cristin Tierney Gallery ran from September 13 - October 26, 2019.


http://www.cristintierney.com/artists/mk-guth
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During the month of January, you can get drunk with a friend at Elizabeth Leach Gallery.

In contemporary art, an artist's process is often just as important as the art itself. So seeing a work in progress can not only help you better understand the resulting work,
but also experience a crucial part of it.

Several artists who have First Thursday and Friday openings this week are allowing you to do just that. Ben Hucke is going to create photorealistic drawings at his solo
show, and Vance Feldman is displaying a segment of a constantly evolving illustrated scroll that's now longer than the Titanic.

Though it's not a part of First Friday or Thursday, we've also included Portia Munson's open studio in our monthly preview. Her new exhibit, Flood, will open at Disjecta
at the end of the month, and will display found objects Munson has collected in the form of elaborate sculptural installations. Her open studio will provide a glimpse of
Munson's collection process, which defines her work more than any predetermined concepts.

Here are the five gallery openings we're most excited to see this week.

Thursday

January Gallery Openings

Map data ©2018 Google Terms 1 mi

Instructions for Drinking with a Friend 
For Portland artist MK Guth's new exhibit, she's built a table, two chairs, a custom bottle of whiskey and two glass cups. You're encouraged to bring a friend, sit together in
the gallery, drink some whiskey and have a conversation that's prompted by a book of rules provided by the artist. The exhibit is open during regular gallery hours,
meaning there could be presumably sober strangers in the gallery, making your drunken conversation as much a part of the space as the canvases on the wall. Elizabeth
Leach Gallery, 417 NW 9th Ave., elizabethleach.com. Reception 68 pm. Through Jan. 27. 

ForeverScape 
In the eight years that Portland illustrator Vance Feldman has been working on ForeverScape, it's grown from a single eight-and-a-half-inch sheet of paper, to a grid that's
over 1,000 feet long.  Every three days since 2009, Feldman added a new detailed sheet to the project, creating a series of surreal, interlocking scenes in a style that's
somewhere between comic book and Boschian. Smaller segments of the work were displayed in Portland galleries earlier in the process, but the installation at Blackfish
will be ForeverScape's largest yet. Part of the illustration will cover the walls from floor to ceiling, and there will be a mechanical scroll on display that will wind through a
smaller-scale copy of the complete work. Blackfish Gallery, 420 NW 9th Ave., blackfish.com. Reception 69 pm. Through Jan. 27. 

Ben Hucke 
Ben Hucke's exhibit at Gallery 903 avoids being static in a very literal way. The former BMX biker turned artist creates pen-and-ink replicas of whatever strikes him as
meaningful—everything from worn Adidas sneakers, the Columbia River Gorge or a portrait of Kanye West. At the reception of his solo show at Gallery 903, Hucke will
demonstrate his methodical process in real time, creating new works, which seems fitting for a style of art that's so much about technique. Gallery 903, 903 NW Davis St.,
gallery903.com. Through Jan. 31. 
Friday
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The Persistence of the Residuum 
Eutectic's new show of ceramic sculptures is kind of terrifying. There's Richard W. James' weathered looking, off-kilter sculptures, like one of an old man with a wrinkled
but smiling face and a zither, looking a little like a guillotine blade, jammed into his head. Then there's Russell Wrankle's wall-hanging sculptures that include a rubbery
rabbit skin stretched over the edges of an iron skillet and a rust-colored hand with a bloated finger stuck in the artery of a blood-red heart. Not only are the sculptures
deeply imaginative, but they're crafted with careful detail that implies a kind of strange, but attentive affection. Eutectic Gallery, 1930 NE Oregon St., eutecticgallery.com.
Reception 6 pm9pm. Through Jan. 27. 

Saturday

Open Studio with Portia Munson 
New York artist Portia Munson creates found-object installations that are manically ornate. As part of her decades long obsession with the color pink, she's built a canopy
of pink onesies over a hectic display of pink toys, and filled a coffin-sized glass case with discarded pink objects she found over the course of several years. To create her
upcoming Portland exhibit, Flood, she embarked on a cross-country road trip, collecting items that will become her new show. The exhibit will open at Disjecta at the end
of the month. While it's still in process, Munson is hosting an open studio at c3:initiative, where she's currently the resident artist. What's on display this Saturday could
look totally different from the final product, but seeing Munson' process can only increase appreciation and understanding of what's sure to be a complicated exhibit.
C3:initiative, 7326 N Chicago Ave., c3initiative.org. 2 pm7 pm.

You May Like These

Ads by Amazon 

Simple&Opulence 100% Stone Washed
Linen Frill Floral Flax Duve…

$129.99 $149.99

 (3)

NTBAY Linen 3 Pieces Duvet Cover Set
Solid Color with Exquisite Ruffl…

$89.99

 (19)

Flat Black Kitchen Cabinet Pulls  Homdiy
HD201BK 33/4in Hole Cent…

$21.98 $43.96

 (4)
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Once upon a time, the original versions
of fairy tales, as recorded by the likes of
the Grimm brothers, were indeed, well,
grim. In an early adaptation of
Cinderella, the evil stepsisters, in a
misguided attempt to �t into that
famous glass slipper, cut o� parts of
their own feet. In more recent, Disney-
�ed revisions of classic fairy tales,
however, such elements of horror have
been censored — and in the process,
strong heroines have also been
diminished.

The 21 artists featured in Dread & Delight: Fairy Tales in an Anxious World, on view
at the Weatherspoon Art Museum in Greensboro, North Carolina, restore
complexity to fairy tale narratives. Centuries-old stories take on new relevance in
these multimedia works: artists explore contemporary social issues by
deconstructing and reassembling imagery from tales like Rapunzel, Little Red
Riding Hood, Snow White, Cinderella, and Hansel and Gretel. They go beyond
dispelling the myth of a helpless princess waiting to be rescued from her tower;

ART

Artists Reinterpret Classic Fairy Tales, from
Rapunzel to Snow White
In Dread & Delight: Fairy Tales in an Anxious World, 21 artists draw
on age-old fantasy stories to explore contemporary social issues.
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racism, sexism, poverty, and LGBTQ inequality are among the cast of shadowy
villains depicted here. While happy endings are certainly present, the exhibit
reinstates the balance of dread and delight inherent to these classical stories — a
duality at the core of why folklore and fairy tales are so enduring.

Setting a dramatic tone for the exhibition is a Rapunzel-inspired installation by
multidisciplinary artist MK Guth, called “Ties of Protection and
Safekeeping,” originally created for the 2008 Whitney Biennial. To make this
collaborative piece, Guth asked people to write answers to the question “What is
worth protecting?” in black ink on strips of red �annel. Guth then wove these
ribbons into a synthetic blonde braid almost 1,800 feet long, which is hung in
swags from hooks on the ceiling.

The height of this powerful installation alludes to a tower. Red ribbons rain down
from golden tresses like prayers from a Wishing Tree. The fabric is ripped and the
edges left raw. Guth chose red, a primal color of blood, anger, and power, rather
than maiden white. The participants’ words are handwritten, not cleanly printed
like a storybook. Free-hanging phrases such as “honey bees,” “dreams,” and
“microbial diversity” can be easily read; interrupted sentences such as “My wife,
her fragile…” and “A black girl’s dream/…/nightmare” tease us with the mystery of
how each phrase is completed, hidden as they pool onto the �oor.

Just as Guth prompted her participants
with a question, artist Xaviera Simmons
created a dialogue with her subjects
while creating her series of three large
chromogenic color prints, inspired by
Little Red Riding Hood. In each
photograph, a di�erent child poses in a
�eld of grass before an arc of trees.
Each wears the same red cloak and
carries a wicker basket. While shooting
the photographs, Simmons asked the
children to show her “where the wolf
was.”

Their responses draw us in as witnesses to their playtime. While the boy pictured
in “If We Believe in Theory #2” has his head thrown back dramatically in soft-
focused fear, the girl in “If We Believe in Theory #3” points to her imagined wolf
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with a sense of willpower and a look of determination, well-suited to overcome
her challenger.

Like fairy tale illustrator Arthur Rackham did in 1909, Simmons makes each child
appear diminutive in the context of their surroundings. However, this is no
gnarled Forbidden Forest. Simmons chose to picture the children in manicured
grass; the trees could be the backdrop of a suburban housing development. There
is no obvious threat here, no literal “wolf” — it is either all psychological, or,
darker still, implies more sinister societal dangers lurking.

In “Mother-Load” — an impressively
executed, pumpkin-orange carriage
sculpted from materials including
aluminum foil, hot glue, and crystallized
rock sugar — artist Timothy Horn
alludes to issues of poverty, both in his
use of unsophisticated materials and his
inspiration beyond Cinderella. The
piece draws from the real-life rags-to-
riches tale of Alma Spreckels (1881-
1968), a poor laundress who married
into a sugar fortune.  Despite her great
wealth, which was used to found San
Francisco’s Legion of Honor museum in
1924, Spreckels was still ostracized by

high society. At six feet tall, Spreckels, known as “Big Alma,” would not have �t
comfortably inside Horn’s child-sized coach, echoing her exclusion.

“Les Flâneuses,” a mixed-media work by Ghada Amer, juxtaposes the unyielding
innocence of Disney’s Snow White with sexually charged imagery. The eye goes
immediately to an embroidered cartoon portrait of the familiar Disney character
and her animal friends. Visible around her, though, are the outlines of provocative
models, sourced from pornography. Like Herrera, Amer rewards the studious
viewer as faintly painted faces rise out of the background, like an Old Master’s
ghostly pentimenti.

Works inspired by Sleeping Beauty and Beauty and the Beast are notably absent from
the exhibition. Visitors are introduced instead to two largely unknown tales — All
Fur and Fitcher’s Bird. These stories not only provide enigmatic creative fodder,
but also serve as grisly examples of the earliest versions of fairy tales.
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Photographer Anna Gaskell explores
“All Fur,” a more malevolent take on the
classic Cinderella story. Her haunting
yet elegant chromogenic color prints
are touched by an unknown horror that
is revealed only by reading the displayed
text: there are overtones of  incest in
this censored fairy tale. In the shadowy,
tense interior of Gaskell’s “Untitled, #35
(hide),” a seated young woman is clad
in a sleeveless white shift, looking
through her dark hair. Her outstretched
legs are bound by tights to create a
yonic triangle.

In the exhibition catalog, curator Emily Stamey de�nes fairy tales as “wonder tales
that originated in oral folk traditions,” and notes that “many of the artists whose
work is featured in Dread & Delight may not have been familiar with these early
iterations, yet their work often resonates deeply with their more troublesome
content and tone.” These artists give a voice to the subconscious that insists on
reinstating the role such wonder tales originally served.

Dread & Delight: Fairy Tales in an
Anxious World is on view through
December 9, 2018, in the Bob and Lissa
Shelley McDowell Gallery at the
Weatherspoon Art Museum, The
University of North Carolina at
Greensboro (corner of Spring Garden and
Tate Streets, Greensboro, NC). The exhibit
then travels to the Faulconer Gallery at
Grinnell College, Iowa, from February 2
through April 27, 2019, and to the Akron
Art Museum, Ohio, from June 29 through
September 22, 2019. Organized by the

Weatherspoon Art Museum, Dread & Delight is curated by Dr. Emily Stamey, their
Curator of Exhibitions.
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The Art of Drinking with a Friend
 by Jillian Steinhauer on July 5, 2016

The trappings of MK Guth’s ‘Instructions for Drinking with a Friend’ (all photos by the author for 
Hyperallergic) (click to enlarge)

The first thing I did, after entering the gallery and introducing myself to the gallerist, was ask to use the 
bathroom. “I know this is usually forbidden,” I said apologetically, “but I have to go, and I don’t think I can 
sit and drink whiskey for an hour if I don’t.” No problem, he replied, and suddenly there I was, peeing in a 
Chelsea art gallery rather than trekking long blocks in desperate search of a toilet. Sign #1 that this was 
not a normal visit.

The second sign was probably the whiskey, which, when I entered, could be seen in a glass bottle on a 
small wooden table in the center of the gallery; at it sat two people, their faces flushed and their tones 
hushed as they spoke. That will be me in an hour, I told myself, but for the “hushed” part, because I’m not 
exactly a quiet drunk.



In Instructions for Drinking with a Friend, part of her recent solo show at Cristin Tierney Gallery, MK Guth 
curates an experience for two friends (“someone that you have spent time with on more than two 
occasions,” as per the artist’s instructions) to sit and drink whiskey. It starts with physical objects: the 
small table, two accompanying stools, a custom napkin, a handmade book, a custom engraved glass 
bottle filled with whiskey, and two hand-blown glasses (plus, mercifully, a carafe of water). It continues 
with instructions: put the napkin on the table, sit across from each other, choose a topic that’s not 
something you normally talk about, and, before you begin your conversation, read aloud Charles 
Baudelaire’s poem “Get Drunk,” whose opening lines proclaim:

‘One should always be drunk. That’s all that matters;
that’s our one imperative need. So as not to feel Time’s
horrible burden, one which breaks your shoulders and bows
you down, you must get drunk without cease.’

And so we did — we got drunk.

The drinking table, empty between pairs of participants

But first we sat down. My friend Julie and I, face to face at this table, me in my element, she decidedly not 
in hers. What exactly were we doing there? she had asked me when she arrived, and I had tried to 
explain it as best I could. Social practice, relational aesthetics … you know, art. But there was a moment 
of hesitation when we sat; it was palpable. What do we do now? How does our friendship work here?

And just as quickly as it appeared, it went. Because I’ve known Julie for 15 years; times at which we’ve 
gotten drunk are not in short supply. We’ve gotten drunk at a hostel in the Swiss Alps, by the side of a 
lake in Nicaragua, after trekking on a glacier in Iceland, on a golf course while underage in our hometown. 



And so, for us at least, getting drunk in an art gallery in New York was not the most unusual thing we 
could do.

Sure, we talked about politics, which we don’t 
normally. Yes, at times that meant we had to stop 
ourselves from veering into our perennial topic, our 
lives. But mostly we just talked like Julie and me, and 
I don’t honestly remember the details all that well, 
and I forgot to take an artful photo of our glasses 
filled with the deliciously smooth, amber-brown liquid, 
because we were too busy getting drunk.

When we were done, we walked out into the 
gleaming sunlight, my head buzzing with the 
beginnings of a headache. We wanted food, we 
agreed, and to keep drinking. We walked for a while, 
found a restaurant, sat down across from one 
another once more and continued to talk and drink. “I 
felt like art!,” Julie confessed as we finished our 
dinners. “That one woman walked in, and I wanted to 
do my normal thing and make eye contact and smile, 
but I realized I didn’t have to, because I was art!”

I was happy to hear this, in part because I hadn’t felt 
it myself. I’d felt mostly like a drunk person in an art 
space, which is maybe a person I’ve been too many 
times before. Surely there’s a form to be made of 
getting drunk — a path one might follow, a way in 

which to become intoxicated and enlightened at the 
same time. I caught glimmers of it in the gallery, but in the end I just found myself partaking in an art that’s 
already been perfected: drinking with an old friend.

MK Guth, “Instructions for 
Drinking with a Friend” (2016), 
mixed media (2 hand-blown 
glasses, artist book, etched 
bottle of whiskey, embroidered 
bar cloth, and carrying case), 8 x 
4 3/4 in (20.3 x 12.1 cm)































 
 
M. K. Guth 

01.05.10 

 

Left: M. K. Guth, This Fable Is Intended for You: A Work-Energy Principle, 2009 (work in progress), backpacks, cords of 

used clothing, dimensions variable. Right: View of M. K. Guth’s residency at 1 New York Plaza, November 2009. 
 

M. K. Guth is a Portland, Oregon–based multimedia artist and filmmaker who has exhibited 
widely and received critical praise for her work in the 2008 Whitney Biennial. Her exhibition at the 
World Financial Center in New York opens January 6. 
 
THERE ARE DEEP CONNECTIONS between my current project, This Fable Is Intended for You: 
A Work-Energy Principle, which is part of Mark Russell’s 2010 Under the Radar Festival, and the 
installation I created for the 2008 Whitney Biennial, Ties of Protection and Safe Keeping––but 
there are a lot of departures as well. The similarities revolve around narrative structure and the 
amplification of collective voice and human presence, and also around the consideration of a 
particular site. But the two projects are significantly different. 
 
The Whitney installation was truly interactive; however, in my new work, the public does not 
interact with the piece physically, but through acts of generosity. People who live and work in 
lower Manhattan have donated all the materials—used clothing and fabric—that compose the 
project. These materials have directly shaped the appearance and process of the work, but the 
public has not literally helped to construct the installation as they did at the Whitney. My new work 
is arguably more expansive, and it presents the process of the piece in three successive phases. 
 
In November, during the first phase of the project, I conducted a residency at 1 New York Plaza in 
lower Manhattan. The residency space was an old retail store that is now used by artists. It has 
two large banks of windows, so the public could view me at work with my assistant, the New 
York–based artist Molly Dilworth. The space acted as a window onto the performance of our 
labor. People could witness materials undergo transformation for the exhibition. I took into 
account aspects of display and construction. So, for instance, as Molly and I processed donated 
materials, we worked in unison: cutting, folding, hanging, stacking, or sewing––using the same 
types of movements––and placing materials with a mind to the aesthetic qualities of place. Each 
week, the space changed to complement a different form of work, accumulating into an 
environment of diverse forms, colors, materials, and gestures. 



 
The exhibition––the second phase of the project––takes place in the gallery at the World 
Financial Center. It features long lengths of cord braided from the used fabric and clothing. The 
cords are anchored to backpacks hung along the walls of the gallery. The backpacks are 
removed from the walls for the performances and then replaced. The gestures of the residency 
are also captured in the exhibition, but in other forms––filling vitrines, for instance. The show acts 
as a staging area for the performances, and the original labor of the project is still present there. 
 
The January performances are the final phase and culmination of the project. They involve 
twenty-four volunteer performers from different backgrounds––some are people I met during the 
residency who work in lower Manhattan, some are artists, writers, performance artists, etc. Each 
of the twenty-four performers will wear a backpack with a sixty-six-foot braided cord attached to 
it––thirty-three feet on either side. As the performers walk throughout the Winter Garden, they 
follow a series of choreographed movements based on maps I created in response to the 
architecture and significance of the site. As the performers shift, they create shifting geometric 
shapes––temporary sculptures––that amplify the shape and character of the Winter Garden. The 
braided cords connect the performers. As the performers change formation, they must carefully 
negotiate and manage the cords. 
 
The geometric shapes created during the performance resemble much of the reflective glasswork 
in the atrium and also some of the intricate stonework on the floors. I’m interested in how the 
performers will amplify the human presence of the people who work in lower Manhattan and the 
patterns they follow in their daily lives. The title of the piece, This Fable Is Intended for You: A 
Work-Energy Principle, is inspired by an 1836 Hans Christian Andersen story. In the story there is 
a mirror, and when someone looks in the mirror, it tells the person about his or her life. I like the 
idea that a work of art tells everyone a little bit about everybody else––either through a reflection 
or a collective voice. 
— As told to Stephanie Snyder 



 
 

Closet Case 
November 3, 2009 

 

 
 
By Jordan Galloway 
 
Bags of donated clothing started filling MK Guth’s apartment soon after the artist announced she 
needed clothing cast offs. As the opening date approached for her new exhibition, “This Fable is 
Intended for You: A Work-Energy Principle,” she realized she’d have to take her search for 
clothing handouts public. So Guth is now inviting New Yorkers to clean out their closets and 
provide her material for the conceptual work. 
 
“When people hand you a bag of materials, it tells you something about them,” Guth said. “Maybe 
they have kids. Maybe they’re into dyeing clothing. Maybe they work with fabric. Maybe they 
collect T-shirts. It tells you something about them, which is interesting.” 
 
Guth encourages people to bring unwanted materials—sweaters, socks, sheets, yarn, rags or any 
unusable fabrics—to her temporary studio at an empty, retail storefront at One New York Plaza—
corner of Water and Whitehall streets, where donations will be accepted through early December. 
“It’s an unusual place to make art,” Guth said. “It’s an old, retail space in Lower Manhattan. This 
isn’t the hub of the art world in any way, and that’s interesting to me that this place that’s not 
known as a hub for art can become activated. And art can be a device to connect the narratives 
of the people in the neighborhood.” 
 
 
 



The Portland, Ore.-based artist will take apart the donated material and reconfigure it into braids, 
ropes and cords, which will become an integral part of her exhibition and performance art piece, 
which is sponsored by arts World Financial Center and will be presented as part of the Public 
Theater’s Under the Radar Festival in January at the World Financial Center. 
 
While the area’s anemic environment is not often associated with artistry, Guth sees the potential 
for transformation in the space. 
 
“It’s in a very particular environment,” Guth said. “I see that not as a deficit, but something that 
can add to the content of the work and what happens. It animates a retail space in a very different 
way than it would normally be about. It’s not about commerce, it’s about a barter system, and it’s 
about being in a vitrine. Your work, your labor is in a vitrine in a sense. Where one works is 
suddenly on display.” 
 
Guth typically works in video, photography, sculpture and performance, and her last piece, “Ties 
of Protection and Safe Keeping,” was showcased at the 2008 Whitney Biennial. Guth explained 
public participation will largely influence the look of her latest project. 
 
“If I only end up with the few bags I have right now, something could be made,” Guth said. “If we 
get piles and piles of things, that will have a completely different persona. That’s the nature of the 
work-energy principle.” 
 
She plans to donate unused materials from the project to organizations like Housing Works. Guth, 
who understands the “trash-to-treasure” element of the artwork, said she is also considering 
holding a clothing swap at the studio. 
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